
ECDS creates tour app of
campus public art
Missing the Emory campus? Now you can
take an online tour of the Emory campus
public art pieces, courtesy of the OpenTour
Builder app created by the Emory Center for
Digital Scholarship (ECDS). The tour,
accompanied by a locator map, spotlights 17
sculptures around campus and the stories
behind them.

One to watch: African
American women as
caretakers
As we close out Women’s History Month, we
recommend viewing “Framing Shadows:
Portraits of African American Nannies.” In this
video, African American Studies associate
professor Kimberly Wallace-Sanders, who
curated the “Framing Shadows” exhibit at the
Woodruff Library last year, talks about the
history of these overlooked women from their
point of view.
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Emory Libraries COVID-19 update

The Emory Libraries have been working with Emory University to practice social

distancing guidelines while continuing to assist faculty and students with the

move to remote teaching and learning. All Emory Libraries are closed until

further notice, and all spring semester events have been canceled. However,

our online resources remain available. Find out more at the link below.

Emory hardship funds: Help out in the fight

The COVID-19 crisis can make us feel helpless. If you’re willing and able to

help, consider donating to the Emory hardship funds. There are four funds to

choose from: Emory Together, to help students, faculty and staff experiencing

hardship; Feed the Frontline, to provide meals for healthcare workers in Emory's

Atlanta-area hospitals; Emory COVID-19 Impact, for patient healthcare and

research needs in the Emory Healthcare system; and Emory Healthcare

Employee Hardship, to assist healthcare workers.
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https://www.engage.emory.edu/redirect.aspx?linkID=3317296&sendId=1247379&eid=596081&gid=3
https://www.engage.emory.edu/redirect.aspx?linkID=3317295&sendId=1247379&eid=596081&gid=3
https://www.engage.emory.edu/redirect.aspx?linkID=3317294&sendId=1247379&eid=596081&gid=3
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https://www.engage.emory.edu/redirect.aspx?linkID=3317291&sendId=1247379&eid=596081&gid=3
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